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Abstract:
An increase in the percentage of water in the soil should greatly but indirectly
affect the iron levels. Increasing the ratio of water to soil causes the pH to increase and
the amount of iron to decrease. We hypothesized that by manipulating the amount of
water in the soil we could alter the iron levels by leeching. We took 6 samples a day; one
from the plot in the floodplain, and 1 from each of the 5 plots on dry land. Each day we
added water in increments of 2 liters after taking 15 centimeter by 2 ½ centimeter
diameter soil samples. After calculating the percentage of water in each soil sample and
conducting chemical tests for both iron and pH, our results showed that our hypothesis
was valid because as we progressively added the respective amounts water the iron levels
seemed to drop correspondingly. Additional research on leeching activity should be done
at our research site to determine if the stream at the research site is the cause of the
leeching.
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Introduction:
Iron is a very significant and essential element in the environment and is
identifiable in the soil by its rusty red or orange color (O’Reilly, 2002. While only about
five percent remains on the Earth’s outer layer, it is essential to almost every living thing
for various reasons (Lenntech Water Purification and Air Treatment Holding BV, 2006)
Its ferrous iron form is essential to plant growth because it is essential in the production
of chlorophyll, which in turn is significant because it is necessary for photosynthesis. (K
State Research, 2003). However, the most plentiful form of iron in the soil is ferric iron,
and ferric iron compounds cannot be absorbed by the roots. The pH of soil determines
which form of iron is present, with ferrous iron available in acidic soil and ferric iron
available in basic soils. Hence as the soils pH rises, plants must struggle and generally do
not succeed in using the iron as effectively. Zinc, pH, Phosphate, Copper and Manganese
are also all very influential in dictating the various iron amounts (Plank and Lee, 1989).
But pH is the dominant factor. As soil pH increases the ferrous iron becomes ferric iron.
One key factor that influences soil pH, and consequently iron levels is the
process of leaching. Leaching is the process of washing away nutrients and other
dissolvable substances from soil by adding large amounts of water to the soil. The
factors that influence leaching are temperature, the setting, and the solvent. Temperature
influences leaching because it allows for materials to dissolve at different rates. The
setting influences leaching because the environment varies based on it’s features. In
nature, the features of an environment that vary when leaching are the soil texture and the
plants. Based on how dense the soil, the water would absorb at a different rate.
Depending on the types of plants and the amount of plants in an area, it could effect how
fast the water is absorbed. The solvent that you use when leaching is an influence because
different liquids and solids dissolve things at different rates. Water is usually the main
solvent in the leaching of soil. Since water obviously influences the pH of the soil
environment, leaching can alter soil pH, which in turn determines the amount of iron
available. So as we increased water, the pH should increase, decreasing the amount of
iron.
During the E.S.S.R.E. biota survey (E.S.S.R.E. 2007) we discovered that the
relationship between iron and pH in Site 4 was inconsistent with what it should be. The
pH levels were found to be neutral while the iron levels were extremely high. Therefore,
we wondered why it was that this relationship could occur, and further research led us to
the theory that it was the water from a surrounding stream that washed the excess iron
into the site. We decided to test this hypothesis by deliberately leaching soil plots where
the correct pH and iron relationship was being observed.

Methods:
6 soil core samples 15cm deep with a diameter of 2.5cm were taken from 6
different ½ m² plots located in E.S.S.R.E. Microclimate Site 2 (N 39.35740; W
076.63893) and 4 (N 39.35733; W 076.63840). These plots were square-shaped and on
flat ground, with equal amounts of shade, common plants and life. Five of these plots
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were conjoined and located in Site 2; one plot was in Site 4 and served as a positive
control because of its known high iron levels (E.S.S.R.E. Microclimate Databases 2007).
The first plot in Site 2 served as the negative control and was left unaltered. The next
four plots in Site 2 had water from a nearby creek progressively added in increments of
two liters (2L, 4L, 6L and 8L respectively). Over the course of five days, these plots
were re-visited daily to take additional soil core samples before adding the assigned
amounts of water to the respective plots.
Each sample was first tested for its iron levels in ppm and pH levels using the
LaMotte STH-14 Series soil test kit. Then each sample was massed, baked at 232.22˚C
for a minimum of 1 hour, and then the dehydrated soil was massed again. The percent
change in mass of the soil was determined to find the proportionate amount of water in
each soil sample.

Results:
Figure 1: this graph shows the average change in iron levels for each of the plots
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Figure 2: this graph shows the amount of water in the soil samples taken at each plot for each of the
five days
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Figure 3: this graph shows the average amount of water in the soil samples for each of the plots
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Figure 4: This scatter plot shows the relationship between the percentage of water in the soil samples to
the iron levels found in those same samples before our experiment was begun (r-squared =
0.41363)
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Figure 5: this scatter plot shows the relationship between the percentage of water in the soil sampled to
the iron levels in those same samples after our experiment was completed (r-squared =
0.014862)
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Figure 6: this graph shows the changes in pH levels at each plot for each of the five days
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Figure 7: this scatter plot shows the relationship between pH and iron after our experiment was
completed (r-squared = 0.0034493)
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Discussion:
We hypothesized that by leaching iron rich soil with water we could decrease the
amount of iron in the soil. What we found was that the iron levels did in fact decrease as
additional amounts of water were added (see figure 1), thereby supporting the validity of
our hypothesis. However, other data (see figure 2) seems to indicate that we did not
successfully alter the percentage of water in the soil in the first place, thus potentially
disproving our hypothesis and suggesting that perhaps there was another factor
influencing the iron levels. After t-testing the date from the water plots against the
negative control data, we were able to discount the trend this data implies since the lack
of statistical significance neither supports nor refutes our hypothesis one way or the other.
Instead, a careful analysis of the daily water data (see figure 3), shows that the percentage
of water remaining in the soil increased as expected on trial day 1 and that after day 1 any
further additional water on the plots resulted in a consistent level of saturation. This
reasonably consistent range of saturation implies that after the water was added on the
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first day, the soil had reached its maximum capacity for retaining water, and as a
consequence any additional water simply leached the soil columns more and more.
Furthermore, upon examining and comparing figures 4 and 5, we can see that in
figure 4 the relationship between the water and iron follow their natural correlation while
in figure 5, (post experiment), the normal trend is absent. This means that although after
day 1 we no longer changed the amount of water in the soil, we did continue to
effectively alter the natural relationship between water and iron. One possible explanation
for the changed relationship could be that the water is affecting the pH and thereby
altering the iron levels. However, as seen in figures 6 and 7, the pH levels were not
changing during the experiment and the usual relationship between pH and iron were not
observed at all. Therefore, our original supposition that it was the water causing the
changes in iron levels remains the only possible explanation supported by our data.
The next logical step would be to test the iron levels at various points along the
stream to see if there is a pattern to the locations where leaching is occurring. In addition,
research done by another team in the E.S.S.R.E. 2007 Program (E.S.S.R.E. 2007) showed
a relationship between mold and iron levels in the soil. Since water is known to cause
high mold levels, we should look at that relationship as well as a possible cause for the
decreasing iron levels.
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